Abstract. We investigate commutator operations on compatible uniformities. We present a commutator operation for uniformities in the congruence-modular case which extends the commutator on congruences, and explore its properties.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the commutator of congruences to a commutator of compatible uniformities. Commutator theory (on congruences) works best for congruences of algebras in congruence-modular varieties. The same is true of the commutator of uniformities described here, and we find that the commutator of uniformities exactly generalizes the commutator of congruences. In fact, the commutator of congruences α and β becomes
In the congruence-modular case, the properties of the commutator on uniformities described in Section 7 duplicate those of the commutator of congruences, with some regrettable gaps in what we have been able to prove. In particular, because of the difficulties we encounter in working with joins of uniformities, the additivity of the commutator is not settled in general, although we prove it is true for some special cases.
We also describe a natural commutator operation for congruential uniformities, which are uniformities that, as a filter of relations, have a base of congruences, and are thus of the form Ug F for a filter F in Con A. This commutator operation is defined in terms of the commutators of elements of F and F ′ . See Section 8. Section 9 is devoted to the discussion of some examples, including commutators of congruential uniformities on commutative rings. We prove that in that case, the two definitions of the commutator on congruential uniformities, the one given by the general definition of Section 5 and the other given by the formula of Section S:Congruential, coincide. This appears to be a special property of commutative rings; in general, we do not know even whether the commutator operation of Section 5, applied to congruential uniformities, always gives a congruential uniformity. We also discuss in this section the case of varieties which are congruence-distributive, where we show that as in the case of the commutator of congruences, the commutator of two uniformities is simply their meet.
In the last section, we discuss the current state of some questions about compatible uniformities, uniformity lattices, and commutators of uniformities.
Preliminaries
Category theory. We follow [5] in terminology and notation. In particular, 1 a will stand for the identity arrow on an object a in a category C.
Lattice theory. The reader should be familiar with lattices. We use ⊤ and ⊥ to denote the greatest and least elements of a lattice, assuming they exist, and ∧ and ∨ for the meet and join operations.
Filters. If L is a lattice, then a nonempty subset F ⊆ L is called a filter if y ≥ x ∈ F implies y ∈ F and x, y ∈ F imply x ∧ y ∈ F .
If S ⊆ L is a nonempty set, then the filter generated by S, denoted by Fg L S or simply Fg S, is the subset of elements of L that are greater than or equal to a finite meet of elements of S. An important special case, given x ∈ L, is Fg{ x }, the principal filter generated by x, which is just the set of elements of L greater than or equal to x.
Filters are ordered by reverse inclusion and the filters in a nonempty lattice form a complete lattice. The meet of a tuple of filters F i is given by i F i = Fg( i F i ). The join of the tuple is the intersection:
If F is a filter, a base for F is a subset B ⊆ F such that x ∈ F implies b ≤ x for some b ∈ F . If L is a lattice, then a subset B ⊆ L is a base for a filter of L iff given any x, y ∈ B, there is a z ∈ B such that z ≤ x ∧ y.
Universal algebra. We assume familiarity with universal algebra, as explained for example in [1] . We prefer to allow an algebra to have an empty underlying set, however. We denote the underlying set of an algebra A by |A|.
If R is a binary relation on (the underlying set of) an algebra A, then we denote by Cg R the smallest congruence α ∈ Con A such that R ⊆ α.
Mal'tsev properties. A variety of algebras V is congruence-permutable (or, a Mal'tsev variety) if for every A ∈ V, for every α, β ∈ Con A, α • β = β • α. A variety is congruencepermutable iff [6] there is a ternary term p(x, y, z) satisfying the identities p(x, x, y) = y and p(x, y, y) = y.
A variety of algebras V is congruence-modular if for every A ∈ V, Con A is a modular lattice. A variety is congruence-modular iff [2] there is a finite sequence m 0 , . . . , m k of quaternary terms, called Day terms, satisfying the following identities: (D1) For all i, m i (x, y, y, x) = x (D2) m 0 (x, y, z, w) = x (D3) m k (x, y, z, w) = w (D4) for even i < k, m i (x, x, y, y) = m i+1 (x, x, y, y) (D5) for odd i < k, m i (x, y, y, z) = m i+1 (x, y, y, z).
In case V has a forgetful functor to the category of groups (i.e., if there is a binary term satisfying the identity of associativity, a unary term playing the role of inverse operation, etc. in all algebras of V, so that each algebra in V has an underlying group) then the terms m 0 (x, y, z, w) = x, m 1 (x, y, z, w) = xz −1 yx −1 w, m 2 (x, y, z, w) = w form a sequence of Day terms.
Similarly, a variety of algebras V is congruence-distributive if for every A ∈ V, Con A is distributive. A variety is congruence-distributive iff [4] there is a finite sequence d 0 , . . . , d k of ternary terms, satisfying the following:
Commutator theory. If A is an algebra in a congruence-modular variety, and α, β ∈ Con A, we can define the commutator [α, β] as the least δ ∈ Con A such that α centralizes β modulo δ, or in other words, such that δ satisfies the α, β-term condition. See the first part of Section 4 for detailed definitions. Whereas Section 4 gives these definitions in the general case, and doesn't really define [α, β] or its generalization to uniformities, Section S:Commutator makes the assumption of congruence-modularity and describes the simplifications that make the definition of [α, β] and [U, V] so reasonable.
The commutator generalizes the notion of the commutator of normal subgroups of a group. (Of course, the variety of groups is congruence-modular.) As a further example, the variety of commutative rings is congruence-modular, and for a commutative ring A, the commutator is simply the product of ideals. That is, if I α denotes the ideal corresponding to α ∈ Con A, then we have I [α,β] = I α I β .
Uniform universal algebra. Universal algebra over the base category of uniform spaces, as opposed to the category of sets, was first studied systematically in [9] . This paper extends commutator theory as a part of that subject. It will be best if the reader has access to [9] while reading this paper, but we will also devote the next two sections to summarizing some of the basic definitions and results that we need.
Uniformities
We denote the set of binary relations on a set S by Rel S. Rel S, ordered by inclusion, is a complete lattice.
Consider the following five conditions on a set U ⊆ Rel S:
Then we say that U is a semiuniformity if U satisfies conditions (U1) through (U4), and a uniformity if it satisfies (U1) through (U5). Note that conditions (U1) and (U2) simply state that U is a filter of binary relations, and that (U3) is true iff U has a base of reflexive relations, and iff Fg
Rel S { ∆ S } ≤ U.
Note that for filters U and V of reflexive relations,
Notation. If U ∈ U, where U satisfies (U5), then by induction we can show that there is a V ∈ U such that V n ⊆ U, where V n is the n-fold relational product of V with itself. We denote such a V by n U. This notation must be used with care, particularly in relation to quantifiers; we do not mean that n U is a function of U; it is simply a shorthand for the statement that there exists such a V and that we will denote it by n U.
The lattice operations. We denote the set of uniformities on a set S by Unif S, and the set of semiuniformities by SemiUnif S. We order these sets by reverse inclusion, i.e., the ordering inherited from Fil Rel S.
The meet of an arbitrary tuple of uniformities on S, in the lattice Fil Rel S, is a uniformity. Thus, Unif S admits arbitrary meets, and is a complete lattice. The same is true for SemiUnif S.
Ug R. If R ∈ Fil Rel S, we denote by Ug R the meet of all uniformities U such that R ≤ U. Ug R is the least uniformity greater than R.
Permutability. The join operation can be difficult to deal with in the general case, but there is an easy and important special case: Theorem 1.4. Let U, V ∈ Unif S. The following are equivalent:
(
Proof. See [9, Theorem 6.1].
In case these equivalent conditions are satisfied, we say that U and V permute.
Compatible Uniformities
Compatibility. We say that a filter U of reflexive relations on an algebra A is compatible if for each U ∈ U, and each basic operation symbol ω, there is aŪ ∈ U such that ω(Ū) = { ω(x), ω(y) | x iŪ y i } ⊆ U. In this case, for any term t, given U ∈ U, there is aŪ ∈ U such that t(Ū ) ⊆ U. We say that U is weakly compatible if for each n-ary term t for n ≥ 1, given U ∈ U, there is aŪ ∈ U such that t(Ū , a) ⊆ U for everyā ∈ A n−1 .
Lemma 2.1. If U is a uniformity on A, which is weakly compatible, then U is compatible.
As a result of the Lemma, weak compatibility is of interest only for semiuniformities. If A is an algebra, we denote by SemiUnif A the set of compatible semiuniformities on A, and by Unif A the set of compatible uniformities.
Remark. Since a set S can be seen as an algebra with no operations, the theory of Unif S is subsumed by the theory of Unif A for an algebra A. Parts of this section are therefore pertinent the study of Unif S.
If filters U i are compatible, so is i U i . It follows that the meet of an arbitrary tuple of compatible uniformities or semiuniformities is also compatible, so the sets of compatible uniformities and compatible semiuniformities are complete lattices. Similarly, if U i is a tuple of weakly compatible semiuniformities, then i U i is a weakly compatible semiuniformity.
If R is a filter of relations on an algebra A, then Ug R will denote the smallest compatible uniformity U such that R ≤ U. If we want to denote the smallest not-necessarily compatible uniformity, we will write Ug |A| R. (2): If U i are a tuple of weakly compatible semiuniformities on A, then their join (in the lattice of semiuniformities on |A|) is U = i U i . Let t be an n-ary term operation. If U ∈ U, then for each i, there is U i ∈ U i with U i ⊆ U. Since each U i is weakly compatible,
Examples of compatible uniformities. An important special case of a compatible uniformity is given by choosing R = { α } where α ∈ Con A. Then Ug R = Fg
Rel A { α }. More generally, we can consider Ug{ ρ } where ρ ∈ Rel A. However, we have
Another important special case is R = F , where F is a filter on Con A. In this case, Ug R = Fg
Rel A F . A uniformity of this form called a congruential uniformity.
Uniformities and congruences. If U ∈ Unif A, then U ∈ Con A. We may consider this as a mapping from Unif A to Unif A, where we map U to Ug{ U }; more generally, we can map U to the filter of κ-fold intersections of relations in U, for κ some given infinite cardinal. The result will be a uniformity V such that V admits κ-fold intersections of its elements. We say that V satisfies the κ-fold intersection property.
Compatible uniformities on algebras in congruence-permutable algebras. We recall ([9, Theorems 6.4 and 6.2]) that if A is an algebra in a congruence-permutable variety, and U, V ∈ Unif A, then U and V permute, and that Unif A is modular.
Uniformities and homomorphisms. If U is a relation on an algebra A, and f : B → A is a homomorphism from another algebra B, then we denote by Now, suppose that we have U ∈ Fil Rel A, and a homomorphism f : A → B. If U ∈ Unif A, we define f * U to be the meet of all V ∈ Unif B such that U ≤ f −1 V.
Lemma 2.5. Let A and B be algebras, and f : A → B a homomorphism. Then the mapping U → f * U preserves arbitrary joins.
Let A, B be algebras, and f : A → B a homomorphism, and U a relation on A. If n, n ′ ≥ 0 and t is an (n + n ′ )-ary term, we denote by L f,n,n ′ ,t (U) the set of pairs
Theorem 2.6. Given A, B, f , and a uniformity U on A, we have (1) Given n, n ′ , and t, the set of relations
′ , and t, proving (U4). To show weak compatibility, given F ∈ L f (U) and given an (n + 1)-ary termt forn ≥ 0, there is aV ∈ L f (U) such thatt(V , c) ⊆ V for any c ∈ Bn. It suffices to show that, given n, n ′ , and t, there is a
Completion. The completion of an algebra A with respect to a compatible uniformity U is defined as the set of equivalence classes of Cauchy nets in A with respect to U, and is denoted by A/U. A/U has a natural structure of uniform universal algebra. The mapping from A to A/U taking a ∈ A to the equivalence class containing the constant nets at a is a uniform homomorphism onto a dense subset of A/U, and we denote this mapping by nat U.
(Note that in [9] , we used the notation η U for nat U.) We denote the natural uniformity on A/U by U/U; it has a base of relations R(U, U) for U ∈ U, where R(U, U) relates two equivalence classes k, k ′ of Cauchy nets iff there exist nets
′ in the domains of n and n ′ . More generally, if V is another compatible uniformity on A such that U ≤ V, then there is a uniformity V/U on A/U having a base of relations R(U, V ) for V ∈ V.
Formation of the completion plays the same role in uniform universal algebra that formation of quotient algebras plays in standard universal algebra, and satisfies many of the same properties. See [9, Section 9] . As an example of the close relationship between these two constructions, if α ∈ Con A then A/ Ug{ α } ∼ = A/α, provided with the discrete uniformity. 
Topological Groups and Uniform Groups
A stronger version of (G6) which will be useful to us is
Uniform groups. A uniform group, or, group with a compatible uniformity, is a pair G, U where G is a group and U is a compatible uniformity. If G, U is a uniform group, then the topology T underlying the uniformity U is compatible with the group operations. The neighborhood system N of this topology is given by N ∈ N iff N = { x | x U e } for some U ∈ U. The conditions (G1) through (G6) can easily be verified.
. If A is abelian, then left translation invariance and right translation invariance coincide and we simply say that a relation is translation invariant. Proof. Given U ∈ U, let U ′ ∈ U be such that if b U ′ c, then ab U ac for any a. Define the relation V by x V y iff there exist b, c such that
But V is left translation invariant. This proves that U has a base of left translation invariant relations; the proof that U has a base of right translation invariant relations is similar.
The left uniformity and right uniformity of a compatible topology. Let N be a neighborhood system for a compatible topology on G.
is a base for a compatible uniformity U T ,l on G, called the left uniformity. Similarly, if N ∈ N , we define N r = { x, y | y ∈ Nx }, and the N r form a base for the right uniformity, denoted by U T ,r . The inverse operation is a uniform isomorphism (of the uniform structure) when viewed as a function from G, U T ,l to G, U T ,r . Note that U T ,l has a base of left translation invariant relations, and U T ,r has a base of right translation invariant relations.
Theorem 3.2. Let G, T be a topological group. There is at most one compatible uniformity U on G such that T is the topology underlying U, and in this case,
Proof. If U exists, then by Lemma 3.1, U as a base of left-invariant relations. U T ,l also has a base of left-invariant relations, because y ∈ xN implies zy ∈ zxN for all z. Since U and U T ,l both have T as underlying topology, they must coincide. It follows that if T is the underlying topology of a compatible uniformity U, then T determines U as U T ,l . Similar arguments apply to the right uniformity.
The Theorem causes us to ask the question: If we have a topological group A, T such that U T ,l = U T ,r , must this uniformity be compatible? (
Proof. Clearly, (3) =⇒ (1) and (3) =⇒ (2). (4) =⇒ (3) and (5) =⇒ (3) by Theorem 3.2.
(1) =⇒ (6):
This implies by a change of variables that x ∈N =⇒ a −1 xa ∈ N for all x and a, i.e., (6) . To prove (6) =⇒ (4), we must show that U T ,l is compatible with respect to group multiplication and the inverse operation.
To show U T ,l is compatible with respect to group multiplication, it suffices to show that given N ∈ N , there is anN ∈ N such that x, x ′ , y, y
There is anÑ ∈ N such thatÑÑ ⊆N . Finally, there is anN ∈ N such that a −1N a ⊆Ñ for all a. Then
To show that U T ,l is compatible with respect to the inverse operation, it suffices to show that for each N, there is anN such that x, y ∈N l =⇒ x −1 , y −1 ∈ N l , or in other words,
Given N, letN be such thatN −1 ⊆ N, and letN be such that xy ∈N =⇒ yx ∈N (true by (G6 ′ )). Then x −1 y ∈N =⇒ yx −1 ∈N =⇒ xy −1 ∈ N. Thus, (6) =⇒ (4). The proof that (6) =⇒ (5) is similar.
Term Conditions, Centralization, and Related Commutator Operations
In this section, we will discuss various conditions we call term conditions, and define notions of centralization and commutator operations based on them. First, following [3] , we review the α, β-term condition. Then, we generalize this to uniformities and give the U, V-term condition. We also give two weaker conditions, which we call the weak α, β-term condition and the weak U, V-term condition. As we state these four conditions, we give corresponding notions of centralization. Then we define notions of commutator derived from the four types of centralization, and finally, we prove some relationships between the various notions, showing that centralization for congruences can be considered a special case of centralization for uniformities.
The α, β-term condition. Following [3] , we begin with the α, β-term condition. We consider it as coming in two equivalent forms:
If α, β, δ ∈ Con A, for some algebra A, then we say that δ satisfies the first form of the α, β-term condition if for all a, a ′ ∈ A such that a α a
To give the second form of the α, β-term condition, we first define, given n ≥ 0, n ′ ≥ 0, and t, an (n + n ′ )-ary term, and binary relations U, V on A, the set of 2 × 2 matrices
Then we say that δ satisfies the second form of the α, β-term condition if for all n, n ′ , and t, u 11 u 12 u 21 u 22 ∈ M n,n ′ ,t (α, β) and u 11 δ u 12 imply u 21 δ u 22 . Proof. Clearly if δ satisfies the second form, it satisfies the first. Given δ satisfying the first form, n, n ′ , and t, and
apply the first form n times, changing one component of a at a time, to obtain the conclusion that t(a ′ , b) δ t(a ′ , c).
In view of this equivalence, we simply say that δ satisfies the α, β-term condition. When this is so, we also say that α centralizes β modulo δ, or C(α, β; δ).
The U, V-term condition. Let A be an algebra, and let U, V, W ∈ Unif A. We say that W satisfies the first form of the U, V-term condition if for all n > 0, all (n + 1)-ary terms t, and all W ∈ W, there are U ∈ U, V ∈ V,W ∈ W such that for all a, a ′ ∈ A such that a U a ′ , and all b, c ∈ A n such that
If U, V, W ∈ Unif A, we say that W satisfies the second form of the U, V-term condition if for all n, n ′ , and (n + n ′ )-ary t, and all W ∈ W, there are U ∈ U, V ∈ V, andW ∈ W such that for all u 11 u 12 u 21 u 22 ∈ M n,n ′ ,t (U, V ), u 11W u 12 implies u 21 W u 22 .
Theorem 4.3. The two forms of the U, V-term condition are equivalent.
Proof. Clearly, the second form of the condition implies the first form. In the other direction, given n, n ′ , and t, t(a, b) and t(a, c) are changed to t(a ′ , b) and t(a ′ , c) one component of a at a time. For the α, β-term condition, the result is immediate, but in the uniformitytheoretic case, given W ∈ W, we must choose in reverse order W i , i = 1, . . . , n such that the changes are valid, starting by choosing U n ∈ U, V n ∈ V, and W n ∈ W such that a n U n , b V n c, and t( a
. . , a n , c). We then letW = W 1 .
If W satisfies the two equivalent forms of the U, V-term condition, then we say that U centralizes V modulo W, or C(U, V; W).
Proof. To show (1), let U ∈ U and t be given. There is a symmetricŪ ∈ U such that aŪ a ′ implies t(a, b)
To show (2), let V ∈ V and t be given. Then for someV ∈ V, b V c implies t(a ′ , b) V t(a ′ , c) for any a ′ , by uniform continuity of t, regardless of any consideration of t(a, b) and t(a, c).
The proof of (3) is straightforward. Suppose the W i satisfy the U,V-term condition, and that n > 0, an (n + 1)-ary term t, and W ∈ i W i are given. Then k j=1 W j ⊆ W for some relations W j ∈ W i j , i j being selected values of the index i. It suffices to show that k j=1 W i j satisfies the U,V-term condition. Let U j ∈ U, V j ∈ V,W j ∈ W i j be relations as promised by the U,V-term condition for W i j , and let U = j U j , V = j V j , andW = j W j . Then if a U a ′ , b V c, and t(a, b)W t(a, c),
Thus, i W i satisfies the U, V-term condition, proving (4).
(5) follows easily from the definitions.
The weak term conditions. We say that δ satisfies the weak α, β-term condition if for all n, n ′ , and t, u 11 u 12 u 21 u 22 ∈ M n,n ′ ,t (α, β) and u 11 = u 12 imply u 21 δ u 22 . In case δ satisfies the weak α, β-term condition, we say that α weakly centralizes β modulo δ, orC(α, β; δ).
We say that W satisfies the weak U, V-term condition if for all n, n ′ , and t, and all W ∈ W, there exist U ∈ U and V ∈ V such that u 11 u 12 u 21 u 22 ∈ M n,n ′ ,t (U, V ) and u 11 = u 12 imply u 21 W u 22 . If W satisfies the weak U, V-term condition, we say that W weakly centralizes U modulo V, orC(U, V; W).
Proposition 4.6. We have (1)C(U, V; U) (2)C(U, V; V) (3)C(U, V; W) and U
Proof. (1): Given n, n ′ , and t, and U ∈ U, there exists a symmetric
It follows that for any V ∈ V, u 11 u 12 u 21 u 22 ∈ M n,n ′ ,t (U ′ , V ) and u 11 = u 12 imply u 21 2 U u 11 = u 12 2 U u 22 . (2) The proof thatC(U, V; V) is the same as the proof that C(U, V; V).
′ , and t, there exist U i ∈ U, V i ∈ V such that u 11 u 12 u 21 u 22 ∈ M n,n ′ ,t (U i , V i ) and u 11 = u 12 imply u 21 W i u 22 .
Then u 11 u 12 u 21 u 22 ∈ M n,n ′ ,t ( i U i , i V i ) and u 11 = u 12 imply u 21 W u 22 .
(5), (6) , and (7) are clear.
Related commutator operations.
If A is an algebra, and α, β ∈ Con A, then recall ( [3] ) that C(α, β) is defined as the least congruence on A satisfying the α, β-term condition.
Similarly, we denote by C(U, V) the least uniformity satisfying the U, V-term condition, bỹ C(α, β) the least congruence satisfying the weak α, β-term condition, and byC(U, V) the least uniformity satisfying the weak U, V-term condition. These commutator operations have some common properties:
Here are some explicit formulas for C(α, β) andC(α, β):
Proposition 4.8. Let A be an algebra, and α, β ∈ Con A. We have
(1) C(α, β) = ν R ν , where the relations R ν are defined for all ordinal numbers ν, as follows:
and
(2)C(α, β) = CgR wherẽ R = { u 21 , u 22 u 11 u 12 u 21 u 22 ∈ M n,n ′ ,t (α, β) for some n, n ′ , and t, and u 11 = u 12 }.
Theorem 4.9. If α, β ∈ Con A, then we have
Proof. (1): By Proposition 4.4(5), since C(α, β) satisfies the α, β-term condition, the uniformity Ug{ C(α, β) } satisfies the Ug{ α }, Ug{ β }-term condition. Thus, C(Ug{ α }, Ug{ β }) ≤ Ug{ C(α, β) }. To show the opposite inequality, we must show that W ∈ C(Ug{ α }, Ug{ β }) implies C(α, β) ⊆ W . By Proposition 4.8(1), C(α, β) = ν R ν . However, by transfinite induction, and the Ug{ α }, Ug{ β }-term condition, we also have R ν ⊆ W for all ν and W . Thus, C(α, β) ⊆ W and Ug{ C(α, β) } ≤ C(Ug{ α }, Ug{ β }).
(2): The proof thatC(Ug{ α }, Ug{ β }) ≤ Ug{C(α, β) } follows that same pattern as for the operation C(−, −). To show that Ug{C(α, β) } ≤C(Ug{ α }, Ug{ β }), we must show that for every W ∈C(Ug{ α }, Ug{ β }),C(α, β) ⊆ W . However, it is clear that R ∈ W , whereR is the relation defined in the statement of Proposition 4.8 (2) . Thus,R ⊆ C (Ug{ α }, Ug{ β }). But this intersection is a congruence. Thus,C(α, β) = CgR ⊆ W by Proposition 4.8 (2) . By this theorem, the commutator operations C(−, −) andC(−, −) on uniformities extend the corresponding commutator operations on congruences, and we can compute the commutators on congruences by computing the corresponding commutators of uniformities. The rule is to promote both arguments to uniformities, and then take the commutator.
The Commutator on Uniformities in Congruence-Modular Varieties
As described in the previous section, the situation for a general variety is that we have defined two possibly different, possibly noncommutative commutator operations on uniformities, C(−, −) andC(−, −). We will show in this section that the situation is much simplified for congruence-modular varieties: these operations coincide and are commutative.
M(U, V), x m (M), and X m (U, V).
If U, V ∈ Unif A, then we define If n, n ′ , and t are given, then we denote by X m,n,n ′ ,t (U, V) the filter x m (M n,n ′ ,t (U, V)), and we denote by X m (U, V) the filter x m (M(U, V)). 
(2) If A ∈ V, W ∈ Unif A, U and V are relations on A, and n, n ′ , and t are given, then
Proof. (1) is clear. (2): An element of R(W, U) is a pair of classes of Cauchy nets with respect to W, such that for large enough indices, the values taken by the two Cauchy nets are related by U. R(W, V ) is defined similarly. Then an element of x m (M n,n ′ ,t (R(W, U), R(W, V ))) can be represented as a pair of Cauchy nets such that for large enough indices, the values define pairs in X m,n,n ′ ,t (U, V ). That is, such an element belongs to R(W, x m )(M n,n ′ ,t (U, V ))). (
Proof. Obviously (3) =⇒ (5) and (4) =⇒ (6). We will show that also (5) =⇒ (1) =⇒ (4). Exchanging U and V will then give (6) =⇒ (2) =⇒ (3), completing the proof of equivalence. Thus, assumeC(U, V; W). It suffices to show that if n, n ′ , t, and W ∈ W are given, then there are U n,n ′ ,t ∈ U and V n,n ′ ,t ∈ V such that for all a, a ′ ∈ A n with a U n,n ′ ,t a ′ , and all b, c ∈ A n ′ such that b V n,n ′ ,t c, and for all i, we have x W y, where
there are U and V such that X m,n ′ ,n,t (U, 
Unif A(α) and the Commutator [Ug{ α }, U]
Recall that if A is an algebra, and α ∈ Con A, then A(α) is the subalgebra of A 2 of pairs a, b such that a α b. We will denote by π, π ′ : A(α) → A and ∆ α : A → A(α) the homomorphisms defined respectively by a, b → a, a, b → b, and a → a, a . (Note that in [3] , the notation ∆ A is used for ∆ α .)
If α, β ∈ Con A, where A is an algebra, then we can construct a congruence ∆ α,β ∈ Con A(α) by extending β along ∆ α . That is, ∆ α,β = Cg{ a, a , b, b | a β b }. In this section, we will try to duplicate this result with β replaced by a compatible uniformity U, and Con A(α) replaced by Unif A(α), the lattice of compatible uniformities of A(α).
For this section, we will write
M(α, U) and ∆ α,U . We define ∆ α,U as the analog of ∆ α,β , that is, the extension (∆ α ) * U of U ∈ Unif A to A(α). We will construct ∆ α,U using the filter M(α, U) defined in Section 5. Proof. We have M(α, U) = L ∆α (U). Thus, by Theorem 2.6, M(α, U) is a weakly compatible semiuniformity and
[α, U] ′ . So far, it has not been proved that the lattice Unif A(α) of compatible uniformities on A(α) is modular when A belongs to a congruence-modular variety. However, it is true in the congruence-modular case that if U ∈ Unif A(α), U ≤ ker π, then
For, the fact that ker π is a congruence causes the modular law to be true in this special case, by [9, Theorem 7.5].
On the other hand, while we always have ker π ′ ∨ (ker π ∧ U) ≤ U for U ≥ ker π ′ , it is not known to be true that this is an equality, even when A belongs to a congruence-modular variety. Thus, the best we can say at this time is that the interval I Unif A(α) [⊥, ker π] can be embedded into Unif A via a mapping φ such that (
We shall see that if U ∈ Unif A, where A is an algebra with an underlying group structure, then [α, U] does belong to the image of φ, and [α, U] = φ(∆ α,U ∧ ker π). (Note that in this case, the modular law also holds in Unif A, by [9, Theorem 6.4].)
Theorem 6.3. Let A be an algebra, and let α ∈ Con A and U ∈ Unif A. Then [α, U] ≤ [α, U] ′ , with equality if A has an underlying group structure.
which implies that for all W ∈ [α, U] ′ , there is a Q ∈ M(α, U) such that u 11 u 12 u 21 u 22 ∈ Q and u 11 = u 12 imply u 21 W u 22 . Given in addition n, n ′ , and t, there is a U n,n ′ ,t ∈ U such that M n,n ′ ,t (α, U n,n ′ ,t ) ⊆ Q, by the definition of M(α, U). It follows that u 11 u 12 u 21 u 22 ∈ M n,n ′ ,t (α, U n,n ′ ,t ) and u 11 = u 12 imply u 21 W u 22 , proving thatC(α, U; [α, U] ′ ). Now assume A has an underlying group structure. (In particular, this implies that A belongs to a congruence-modular variety.) To show [ 
, it suffices to show that
For, this implies
To show δ α,U ∧ ker π ≤ Z, it suffices to show that
can be chosen, and V ∈ ∆ α,U , such that
For ordinal numbers ν, we define inductively
It is easy to see that R ν is a weakly compatible semiuniformity for every ν, and that the sequence becomes stationary at ∆ α,U = Ug M(α, U). If there is a first ordinal ν such that x m (R ν ) ≤ [α, U], then clearly, ν = 0 and ν is not a limit ordinal. Thus, to prove the claim, it suffices to show that if
To show this, we use the fact that the terms m 0 (x, y, z, w) = w, m 1 (x, y, z, w) = xz −1 yx −1 w, m 2 (x, y, z, w) = w are a sequence of Day terms for any variety of algebras with group structures.
We must show that, given W ∈ [α, U], there is an R ∈ R ν+1 such that x m (R) ⊆ W . Without loss of generality, we can assume that W is left translation invariant. LetW ∈ [α, U] be left translation invariant and such that aW a ′ and bW b
by the induction hypothesis, there is anR ∈ R ν such that x m (R) ⊆W . We have
where the second term in the union takes care of the contributions to x m (R ν+1 ) coming from the terms m 0 and m 2 . Since x m (R) ⊆W , we have xv
This implies that v −1 yx −1 u, e , w −1 zy −1 v, e ∈W , which implies that
But W was assumed left translation invariant, so this implies that xw
Properties of the Commutator
Elementary properties. Theorem 7.1. Let A be an algebra in a congruence-modular variety V. We have
Proof. Additivity. Lemma 7.2. Let A be an algebra in a congruence-modular variety, let R be a weakly compatible semiuniformity on A, and let Z ∈ Unif A and κ ∈ Con A be such that R ∧ Ug{ κ } ≤ Z. Then Ug(R) ∧ Ug{ κ } ≤ Z. Lemma 7.4] , and R ν ∧ α ≤ Z for limit ordinals ν by the the fact that α is a congruence. Thus, R ν ∧ α ≤ Z for all ν by transfinite induction. However, for some ν, we must have R ν+1 = R ν , and for that ν, R ν is a uniformity. For, if R ∈ R ν , then also R ∈ R ν+1 , and there is an R ′ ∈ R k such that for some
Proof. Define inductively
R ν is weakly compatible by transfinite induction and thus compatible by Lemma 2.1. Now, R ≤ R ν , so 
for the remainder of the proof. Suppose V = Ug{ α } for some congruence α and A has an underlying group structure. The commutator is commutative so we can switch the arguments on each side. Since α
, where the weakly compatible semiuniformity R = i ∆ α,U i satisfies R ∧ ker π ≤ Z. Then by the same argument used in the proof of Theorem 6.3,
Now suppose that I = { 1, . . . , k } and that the U i permute pairwise. We will show that W satisfies the ( i U i ), V-term condition. Given W ∈ W and t, we define W 0 = W and for each i ∈ I, inductively, define U i ∈ U i , V i ∈ V, and W i ∈ W to be such that a U i a ′ , b V i c, and t(a, b)
Remark. Note that by [9, Theorem 6.4] , compatible uniformities on an algebra in a congruence-permutable variety permute pairwise. Thus, for such algebras, the commutator of uniformities is finitely additive.
The homomorphism property. As for (1), first we have by Theorem 7.1(4),
To prove the opposite inequality, it suffices to show that
Then by the definition of [U, V] and X m (U, V), given n, n ′ , and t, there exist 
Commutator Operations and Congruential Uniformities
Recall that a uniformity U ∈ Unif A is congruential if it has a base of congruences. Given a filter of congruences F , it determines a congruential uniformity Ug F , of which F is a base and which determines F .
For example, consider filters in Con Z, where Z is the ring of integers. In addition to the principal filters Fg{ ( n ) } for n ∈ N, where N is the set of natural numbers, there are many other filters such as ( p ∞ ) Def = Fg{ ( p n ) | n ∈ N } for p a prime number. The mapping F → Ug F , from the lattice of congruential uniformities of A into the lattice of uniformities, preserves arbitrary meets, and by [9, Theorem 6.3] , if the algebra A has permuting uniformities, it preserves finite joins.
For the time being, we will assume that the algebras we are discussing belong to a congruence-modular variety.
Theorem 8.3. Let A be an algebra. We have (1) If α ∈ Con A, and
Proof. 
proof is similar to proof of (1).
Remark. Propositions 8.1 and 8.2, and Theorem 8.3 hold in non-congruence-modular varieties, if we replace [α, β] by C(α, β) and define C(α, F ), C(F, α), and C(F, F ′ ) or similarly if we replace [α, β] byC(α, β) and defineC(α, F ),C(F, α), andC(F, F ′ ). We leave the details to the reader.
Examples
Congruential uniformities on commutative rings. For A a commutative ring, Theorem 8.3 can be improved. For a translation invariant relation U, we denote by δ(U) the set of differences a − b such that a U b. For example, abelian groups are abelian algebras, so we might consider the group of real numbers and the commutator [U, U], where U is the unique uniformity that gives rise to the usual topology on the group of real numbers. U is noncongruential and abelian. This example shows that noncongruential uniformities can have a commutator that is congruential, indeed a congruence.
Conclusions
In this final section, we will review some of the questions still open regarding the commutator of uniformities, and uniform universal algebra generally.
The most important question is the possible additivity and even complete additivity of the commutator, as holds for congruences and as we have proved for some special cases in Theorem 7.3. Many applications of commutator theory rely on this. The obstacle here is the difficulty of dealing with joins of compatible uniformities. A more specific question, which might be easier to settle, is complete additivity for compatible uniformities of an algebra in a congruence-permutable variety. We proved finite additivity in this case, using the fact that compatible uniformities permute pairwise.
The proof that, in the case of an algebra A with underlying group, a commutator with a uniformity of the form Ug{ α } is completely additive, using the theory of Unif A(α), suggests that an appropriate definition for A(U) may help settle the additivity question.
In the congruence-modular case, the relationship between compatible uniformities and difference terms is a promising area for future investigation. A uniformity U on an algebra A in a congruence-modular variety V can be defined as abelian if [U, U] = Ug{ ⊥ A }. In the case of a congruence α, abelianness leads to a structure of abelian group object on the algebra A(α), viewed as an algebra over A (that is, as an object in the comma category of algebras of V over A). The abelian group operations on this abelian group object can be obtained from any difference term. Generalizing this theory to uniformities again raises the question of the proper definition of A(U).
In the theory of uniform universal algebra, an important open question is the possible modularity of the uniformity lattice of an algebra in a congruence-modular variety. This has been proved for algebras in congruence-permutable varieties but not more generally, although there is a partial result [9, Theorem 7.5] .
A similar question is the possible distributivity of the uniformity lattice of an algebra in a congruence-distributive variety. This has been proved for arithmetic algebras [9, Theorem 6.5]. Note that because [U, V] = U ∧V for congruence distributive agebras (Theorem 9.2) additivity of the commutator of compatible uniformities in this case is equivalent to distributivity of Unif A, and complete additivity is equivalent to the distributivity of meet over an arbitrary join.
